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The recursive relation g(n) =n - g(g(n - I)), g(O)=O, appears in the context 
of Fibonacci numbers, as you can see in Hofstadter [“Bach, Esher, Godel,” 
pp. 151-154, Intereditions, 19851. H ere 
[(n + 1 )( - 1 + J)/2]. 
we state and prove that g(n) = 
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Let g(n) be defined by the following relations: 
g(O) = 0 
s(n)=n-g(g(n-1)) n = 1, 2, 3, . . . 
This function is closely related to Fibonacci numbers, as you can see 
in Hofstadter [ 11. In this paper, we prove the following result: Let 
p=(-1+$)/2. Th en g(n) = [(n + l)~], where [x] is the integer part of 
x. Here, n will always be an integer. 
LEMMA 1. rJ’n > 0, then (pn - [pn]) + (p% - [p’n]) = 1. 
Proof: We have 
b’nl = C(1 - pc)nl 
= [n - pn] 
because $ = 1 - p 
For each n, we have pn = [pn] + 8, where 0 <d < 1. But 8 >O, because 
pn# [pn] if n#O. So 
[p’n] = [n - pn] 
= [n- [pn]-a] 
=[n-[pn]+l-al-1 
=n-[pn]+[l-81-l because n - [pn] is integer 
=n-[pn]-1 because 0 < 8 < 1 
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=n-([PI + L-P’~Il) because p + p2 = 1 
=n-(CpLnl+(n-Cpnl-1)) 
=l. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let 
s(n) = n - g(g(n - 1)) if n = 1, 2, 3, 
g(0) = 0. 
Then g(n) is definedfor each integer n. 
Proof: We shall prove that 0 Q g(n) <n for each n. The lemma follows 
immediately. The result is true for n = 0. If it is true for 0, 1, . . . . n then 
O<g(n)dn and so 0 d &g(n)) < g(n). So 0 d g(g(n)) 6 n. But 
g(n+l)=n+l-g(g(n)).Then, l<g(n+1)6n+l,andtheresultisstill 
correct for n + 1. 1 
LEMMA 3. If O<a<l and J#l-p then [(l+~)(l-a)]+[a+,n] 
= 1. 
Proof: (a) If Oba<l-p then [a+~]=0 and l=[(l +p)(l- 
(l-~))]<[(l+~)(l-~J)]<[l+p]=l. So [(l+p)(l--a)]=1 and 
[(l +/A)(1 -a)] + [a+P] = 1. 
(b) If 1--~~<8<1 then [a+~]=1 and O<[(l+~)(l---a)]< 
[(l +p)(l -(l -p))]= 1. But the equality [(l +p)(l -a)]= [(l +P) 
(1-(1-p))] holds if and only if 8=1--p. So O<[(l+~)(l-a)]-~ 
[(l+,~)(l-(l-p))]=l. Then [(l+p)(l-i7)]=0 and [(l+~)(l--J)] 
+[8+p]=l. 1 
THEOREM. If 
g(n) = n - g(g(n - 1)) for n=l,2,... 
g(0) = 0. 
Then g(n) = [(n + l)~]. 
Proof Let f(n) = [(n + l)~]. By Lemma 2, it is sufficient to prove that 
f(O)=0 (1) 
f(n)=n-f(f(n-1)) n = 1, 2, . . (2) 
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Then, we shall have g(n) =f‘( n) = [(n + 1 )p]. Equation ( 1) is trivial. For 
the proof of (2), it is sufficient to show that 
C(n+ 1)Pl =‘I- Ml + [+I)1 if n > 0. (3) 
Let II > 0. Suppose that 
np- [n/L]=? O<d<l. (4) 
We shall have 8 # 1 -p because tz is the integer. So, we are in the 
conditions of Lemma 3. Then 
cl41 + Cwl)l= Ml t-w-~)1 
= [p + ,Li2rz - d/L]. 
But, by (4) and Lemma 1, we have 
np2 = [pL’n] + 1 - a. 
so 
C~(1+C~~l)l=C~+CI*‘nl+1-a~l 
=[/Az]+[~+l-~-~~] 
= Cp’nl+ cc1 +P)(l-~)l 
=p2n- 1 +a+ [(l +p)(1 -a)] by (5). 
On the other hand, we have 
C(n + 1 )pl= CP + PI 
=C[P~l+~+Pl by (4) 
= [PI + II? + PI 
=pn-d+ [d+p] by (4). 
Hence 
C~(1+C~nl)l+C(n+1)~l-n 
=p2r2- 1 +a+ [(l +p)(l-a,]+/U-a+ [8+p]-?I 
=(P’+P-l)n-l+[(l+~)(l--a,]+[a+~] 
=-1+C(1+~)(1-a)l+ra+~l because p2 + p - I = 0 
=o by Lemma 3. 
So (3) is verified. 1 
(5) 
But 
C(n+l)cll= CP+Pl 
= CCwl+a+Pl by (6) 
=[Iwl+Ca+Pl 
= [pn] + 1 because 1 -~<a< 1. 
Hence 
g(n)= C(n+ 1)Pl by the theorem 
= [pn] + 1 
=g(n-l)+l by the theorem. 
(b) Suppose that Odpn - [pin] < 1-p. Then there is 3, 06 d < 
1 - 11, such that pin = [M] + 13. But 
C(n+1)Pl=CPnl+Cd+Pl (see (a)) 
= Ml because 0 6 d < 1 - p. 
Hence 
s(n) = C(n + 1)Pl by the theorem 
= Cwl 
= g(n - 1) by the theorem. 1 
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COROLLARY. The above function g verifies the relation 
g(n) = s(n - 1) if pn--[pn]<l-p 
g(n)= l+ g(n- 1) else. 
Proqf (a) Suppose that 1 -p < pin - [pn] < 1. Then there is 
d, 1-p<d<l, such that pn=[p~n]+d. (6) 
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